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0 of 0 review helpful Robert Buccellato shows with JIMMY CARTER IN PLAINS that anything is possible By Cyrus 
Webb Last year I had the pleasure of connecting with author Robert Buccellato and getting an advance copy of his 
book JIMMY CARTER IN PLAINS As someone who loves history and getting to know the story behind the 
individuals we feel as though we know I was excited for the chance to read it I didn t know at the time The physical 
connections to most American presidents are deeply rooted in the past and unfamiliar One can no longer see 
Washington rsquo s birthplace or William Henry Harrison rsquo s log cabin Plains Georgia is different and the 
attachment Americans have for it remains truly unique Jimmy Carter in Plains A Presidential Hometown tells the 
inspirational story of how one man and his community transformed a nation When Jimmy Carter a one term governor 
of Georgia a A must buy for any Carter fan Storytelling with images that cannot be found anywhere else 
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